
IRD Unit
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi

Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110016

Notice Inviting Quotations

-

Ref: IITDIIRD/M-21/]04

Sealed quotations are invited for purchase of the following items:

Items Quantity

AII-in-One Desktop Computers for 20-30 nos.
business use - Internationally known
Brands

Dated: of 101/2013

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
1. Pr'ocessor: Intel Core i5-3470 Series Processor or higher (with 4-Cores) (6M Cache,

2.9 GHz)
2. RAM: At least 4 GB DDR3 -1600MHz memory
3. Storage: At least 500GB SATA Hard Drive (7200 rpm)
4. Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 2500 or higher .
5. Connectivity: One Gigabit RJ-45 Ethernet port and one integrated Wireless NIC Card
6. Optical drive: Dual Layer DVD +1- RW (Recordable)
7. Ports: At least 6 USB ports, 1 Serial port, at least 1 VGAlDVI port, 1 RJ-45
8. Display: At lease 20" LED monitor with 1600x900 pixels resolution (non-touch screen)
9. Keyboard and mouse: Wireless keyboard and wireless mouse
10. Environmental compliance: Energy star 5.2 and EPEAT compliant
11.05: DOS
12. Warranty: Three years comprehensive onsite warranty (parts and labour) should be

included.
Option: Please quote wired USB optical mouse and wired USB keyboard (a) in lieu

of wireless keyboard and mouse (b) as additional item

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
1. Quotations for "TECHNICAL BID" and "FINANCIAL BID (to be quoted in Indian

Rupees)" in two separate sealed envelopes and then enclosed in another envelope
and marked clearly as "Quotations for AII-in-One Desktop computers" be submitted.
The quotations in the sealed envelope should reach the undersigned before 5:00
p.m. on 24.01.2013.

V.K. Vashistha
Assistant Registrar (IRD)
IRD Unit
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi
Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110016

2. Offers for assembled PCs from non-Intel Certified manufacturers will not be accepted.

3. Models fulfilling above specifications offered straight from the manufacturing company
only be quoted.
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4. Special discount/rebate, wherever admissible keeping in view that the supply is
being made for "Educational Purposes" be extended.

5. Supplier shall fully warrant that all the materials supplied under the order shall be new
and first quality.

6. Detailed specifications, catalogue/literature and authorisation certificate of all items
quoted should be supplied with quotation.

7. The institute reserves the right to accept/reject all/any quotations without assigning any
reason thereof.

8. The goods should be delivered within a maximum period of three weeks from the
date of placement of order. Delivery period should be clearly indicated in the
quotation.

9. Submitted quotations should clearly mention the validity period, preferably for a
minimum of 3 months.

1O.lncomplete and conditional submitted tenders would be summarily rejected.

11. Necessary certificate should be enclosed by the vendor in case of proprietary nature of
the quoted items.

12. Quoted prices must include all transportation/installation charges and applicable
discounts and taxes.

13. Quoted prices must include a comprehensive onsite warranty of at least 3 years by the
manufacturing company.

V.K. IS ria--
Assistant Registrar (IRD)
IRD Unit
Indian Institute of Technology
Hauz Khas, New Delhi-11 0016
Email: arird@admin.iitd.ac.in
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